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OF MIAMI
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Jesus, Migrant of Migrants

Migration Mass for annual gathering of migrants and refugees engages Spirit of Irish
People of Many Nations

A Touch of the Irish

Order Today! 1-888-275-9953

Ave Maria

Free Admission and Parking

Participate in the religious and cultural events on March 17 at St. Mary’s Catholic Church. Call 888-275-9953 for more information.

Visit our website: www.AveMaria.com

Take your photo, post it on our special Facebook page!
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The Secret of Prayer

Advertise these people to give their very best to support Church Ministries
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Why we must not give up
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One Life, Many Faces

The Society of the Little Flower offers a wide range of positions for men and women. Are you the one we need?

If you can afford the costs, don't wait to apply. Our doors are always open.

We are a member of the Little Flower Religious Community of Sisters and Brothers. The Little Flower is an apostolic congregation of religious men and women who have been called to live in community and to serve God and the church. The Little Flower was founded in 1894 by Bl. Louis Dubourg, a French-American priest who was canonized in 1993.

To learn more about the Little Flower, please visit our website at www.littleflower.org.

Society of the Little Flower

For you, no decisions abandon us a Heart
Catholics will begin using in November 2011

A guide to the new English translation of the Mass, which

The Challenges of Change

The Roman Missal: Why A New Translation
ST. THERESA CATHOLIC SCHOOL
Endearing for life with the mind and heart of Christ
ST. THERESA CATHOLIC SCHOOL

St. Joseph Parish
5400 S.W. 199th Terrace
Miami, FL 33170
(305) 272-4640

ST. HELEN SCHOOL
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS WEEK 2011

Demographic changes mean staff, parishes have to work
the world
microcosm of
St. Helen School:

YOUR MIAMI COMMUNITY
YOUNG PEOPLE WRITE ABOUT ABDUCTION

CATHOLIC SCHOOLS WEEK 2014

"I was in a horrid situation, feeling lost and scared."

Reflections from a young person's perspective on the experience of abduction.
To brick and chicks

From brick and mortar

Sl Andrew's online school, serving students nationwide, gets accreditation.
They are willing to learn.

HELEN: "They are great kids."

St. Richard Catholic School

Our Lady of the Holy Rosary -

EXPLORERS FOR LIFE

Josephine Emmett (4th) & Terence Emmett (8th)

In a moment from the animation "The Nutcracker and the Four Realms".
You are rewarding the CF a Manhattan College

Your Rewarding Campus Get a Good Education

1-800-MCG-XCEL) www.manhattan.edu
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www.themanhattancollege.com
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Restructuring at Radio Paz

Station partners with EWTN for programming, lays off 15 employees

Florida Catholic January 2011

MIAMI — Citing financial reasons, Radio Paz, the non-profit Spanish-language Catholic radio station in Miami that once broadcast to the entire Latin American region, announced its restructuring Thursday in English and Spanish. The station, which lays off 15 employees, will continue to broadcast its programming on EWTN.

The move, announced by station officials in a press release Thursday, comes as the Miami-based station, which is owned by the Archdiocese of Miami, struggles to maintain its financial viability. The station's programming will continue to be aired on EWTN, which is owned by the Legion of Christ, a conservative religious order.

The restructuring will result in the loss of 15 jobs, including those of the station's general manager, operations manager, and technical staff.

The Archdiocese of Miami said in a statement that the decision was made after “a thorough analysis of the station’s financial situation and the challenges it faces.” The Archdiocese also cited the station’s increasing reliance on EWTN for programming as a factor in the decision.

Radio Paz was founded in 1987 and has been broadcasting to Spanish-speaking audiences in the Miami region for more than 30 years. The station’s programming includes news, talk shows, and music.

The Archdiocese said it will continue to support the station and will work with EWTN to ensure that its programming continues to reach Spanish-speaking audiences.

The Archdiocese also announced that it has reached an agreement with EWTN to continue broadcasting its programming on EWTN, which is owned by the Legion of Christ.

The Archdiocese said it has been in discussions with EWTN for several years about the possibility of broadcasting its programming on the network.

The Archdiocese said it expects EWTN to begin broadcasting its programming on Radio Paz’s frequency in early 2011.
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The Archdiocese said it has been in discussions with EWTN for several years about the possibility of broadcasting its programming on the network.

The Archdiocese said it expects EWTN to begin broadcasting its programming on Radio Paz’s frequency in early 2011.

The Archdiocese also said it has reached an agreement with EWTN to continue broadcasting its programming on EWTN, which is owned by the Legion of Christ.

The Archdiocese said it has been in discussions with EWTN for several years about the possibility of broadcasting its programming on the network.

The Archdiocese said it expects EWTN to begin broadcasting its programming on Radio Paz’s frequency in early 2011.

Radio Paz's studio and offices are located in the same building as EWTN's Miami studios.
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On anniversary of Haitian earthquake, Archbishop Wenski celebrates memorial Mass at St. Mary Cathedral
We're Close Than You Think

Exquisite Shopping and Dining Experiences Awaits You

Just over an hour from our doors, you can experience world-class shopping and dining, from gourmet restaurants to luxury boutiques.

St. Joseph Haitian Mission Reopens

Archbishop Wenski marks the occasion by celebrating Mass at the Pompano Beach church.